
 

 

PADASALAI  PRE HALF-YEARLY QUESTION PAPER 2018 

XII - ENGLISH 

                STD: XII        Section - A                MARKS:90 

I. Answer all the questions                                                                                         20 x 1 = 20 
1. Choose the correct expansion of ‘RPM’ 

a) Revolutions Per Meter              b) Revolutions Per Metre            

c) Revolutions Per Minute                                   d) Revolutions Per Matric           

2. Choose the synonym of the underline word in the following sentence. 

               The world is a little solicitous to know the origin of faults in a book. 

a) traced                        b) searched              c) found               d) anxious 

                Choose the antonym of the underlined word in the following sentence.                                                     

          3.  But a measure of guilt remains….. 

        a) innocence     b) initially  c) uneventful      d) spectacularly 

4. Choose the correct combination for the compound word ‘snow white’ 

a) Noun + Adjective          b) Noun + Noun              c) Adjective + verb             d) Adverb + Noun 

5. Choose the right combination for the blended word ‘Fortnight’. 

a) Fort + night           b) Forex + night    c) Fourteen + night         d) Fourts + night 

6. Choose the clipped word for ‘ university’ 
a) versity                      b) varsity                           c) sity                                d) univer 

7. Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence.  

                   People always resist changes. They want to maintain the status quo.  

a) in the former state    b) otherwise known as        c) in disguise              d) temporarily 

8. Choose the suitable meaning for the idiom found in the following sentence. 

Bad habits must be nipped in the bud. 

 a) cowardice    b) moral duty c) not having the strength d) cut off the earliest stage 

9. Choose the synonym of the underline word in the following sentence. 

 He looked sullen and suspicious. 

a) angry     b) bad tempered        c) gracious           d) industrious 

10. Complete the following sentence with the suitable preposition. 

He congratulated me ____ my success. 

a) on                          b) for                         c) with                  d) of 

11. Complete the sentence choosing the correct modal verb. 

  He____________ die rather than surrender. 

a) Should                        b) will                         c) may                                         d) would 

12. Choose the right definition for the given term ‘ Acousticophobia’ 
a) Fear of god                 b) fear of floods          c) Fear of noise                   d) Fear of darkness 

13. Form a new word by adding a suitable suffix to the root word ‘drop’ 
a) –  let                              b) - al                         c) – ment                                    d) – hood 

14. Choose the correct plural form of ‘sheep’ 
a) sheeps                            b) sheeps                      c) sheepes                     d) sheepess 

15. Identify the correct sentence of the following 

The chill weather made them silver. 

a) SVOA                          b) SVCA                                 c) SVOC                     d) SVIODO 

16. Choose the tetra syllabic word 

a) eccentric                        b) facilitate                           c) diligence                  d) dynamic 

17. Phrasal Verb 

He put on new dress. 
a) did as a routine                b) destroy                      c) fired                         d) wear 
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18. Choose the antonym of the underlined word in the following sentence                 
 ‘To hell with it’ – a facile, trivial phrase. 

a) Unimportant        b) wordless    c) significant      d) long  

19. Choose the correct meaning of the cliché.  
My joy knew no bounds. 

a) not noticed by others      b) no limit               c) extremely happy          d) another credit to 

20. Relative Pronoun. 
I got the book ____ I last yesterday.  

                  a) whose  b) whom  c) where    d) which 

 

Section - B 

II. Answer any seven of the following:                                                                           (7x2=14) 

i) Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any four (4) of the following    (4x2=8) 
21. “Fathomless words, with Indo-Aryan blood 

Tingling in your veins” 

a) What does ‘fathomless’ refer to? 

b) What is tingling in the veins of English words? 

22. “In world’s broad of battle 

In the bivouac of life” 

a) What does the term ‘bivouac’ refer to? 

b) Mention the figure of speech. 

23. “On the day of Sicilian July, with Etna smoking” 

a) What is Etna? 

b) Where is Sicily? 

24. “We claim to dwell in quiet and seclusion” 

a) Where do women want to live? 

b) How do women want to live? 

25. “We should have sat us down to wet, Right many a nipper kin” 

a) What is meant by ‘nipper kin’? 

b) Whom does ‘we’ refer to? 

26. “It launch’d forth filament, filament, filament out of itself” 

a) What is a filament? 

b) Who launched filament? 
 

ii) Do as directed   (Any three)                                                                                3x2=6 

27. Report the following Dialogue                                              

Ravi:  What are your plans for summer holidays? 

Rajan : I have no special plans. 

28. Combine with ‘If’ clause 

He did not walk fast. He did not reach the station early. 

29. On ringing the bell, the boys walked to the assembly. [Transform into a compound sentence] 

30. Unless she sings well, she will not win the prize. [Transform into a simple sentence] 
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Section - C               
 

III. Answer any seven of the following                                                                              7x3=21 

Part- I 

              i) Explain any two (2) of the following with reference to the context:                              (2 × 3 = 6) 

 

               31. Speech that came like leech craft.      

               32. A noiseless patient spider 

               33. But ranged as infantry, And staring face to face. 
 

                                                                             Part- II 

      ii) Answer any two (2) of the following briefly.                                                                                 (2x3=6) 

34. Why can “no dictionary of a living tongue ever be perfect”? 

35. What is ahimsa? 

36. Who were the three men who took the final decision to drop the bomb on Hiroshima? 

                                                                                    Part- III 

        iii) Answer any three of the following.                                                                                            ( 3x3=9) 

37. Guide an old man from the bus-stop to the nearby ABC School. Here you find the road map. 

Write three instructions by way of helping him. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

       38. Write slogans for the following products. 

               a) tea   b) Basmati Rice  c) credit card 

       39. Expand the following news headlines: 

              a) Business campaign launched in China. 

              b) Jewels stolen from house in Mylapore. 

              c) Mobile phones banned in schools. 

       40. Match the proverbs with their meanings. 

i Birds of a same feather flock together a. People with common ideas join together 

ii Rome was not built in a day b. Nothing can be achieved at once 

iii Familiarity breeds contempt c. Close association leads to loss of respect 
 

      

ABC School 

Main Road                      X     You are here 

          Bus stop 

 

         Temple  
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      Section- D  

IV) Answer the following:                     7x5=35  

41. Answer in a paragraph (of about 150 words) (Any one) 

      a. Antony’s Oration   

      b. Capture of the kala nag. 

42. Answer in a paragraph (of about 150 words) (Any one) 

     a. Bring out the message of the poem ‘English Words.  

     b. Bring out the message of the poem “ A psalm of life” 

43. Write a paragraph of about 150 words. (Any one) 

      a. Two friends  

      b. The lottery ticket 
44. Write a summary or Make notes of the following passage .  

Today the sense of responsibility and the devotion to work is disappearing slowly among the younger 

generation. Students agitation has become a common scene now a-days. So it has become essential to prepare 

the youth for their prosperous future and for the stronger nation. With this view in mind the centre has 

introduced the national service scheme in schools and colleges. A coordinator has been appointed for the 

conduct of the scheme. In every school and college a teacher is deputed I charge of it. Fifty students from 

higher secondary classes are admitted into the scheme. In colleges students who are wiling to join the scheme 

are enrolled in it. The aim of the scheme is to inculcate the qualities like leadership, Cooperation, adjustability, 

discipline, team spirit, a sense of responsibility and service mindedness. The scheme includes traffic 

regulation, helping the public, cleaning the surroundings, rural service, adult education etc. it conducts camp 

for ten days in rural areas. It also conducts national integration camps to understand and appreciate the culture 

of each state. Really this scheme shapes the youth into good and dutiful citizens. 

45. Read the following advertisement and prepare a resume/bio-data/CV considering yourself fulfilling  

      the conditions specified: [Write XXXX for your name and YYYY for your address] 
 

 

   

 

 

 

                                                           

 

 

    (or)  

            Write a paragraph on “Role model in my life” or “Deforestation”. 

 

 

Wanted  

Computer Operator 

The applicant should be a Graduate with minimum two years’ 

experience in the field. 

Apply with curriculum vitae to 

The Hindu, 

Post Box No:6789 

Madurai - 12 
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46. Read the following sentences, spot the errors and correct them : 

      a. He invited us to stay a few days with him. 

      b. One must not reveal his secrets to all. 

      c. He ordered for a cup of coffee. 

     d. He speaks the English. 

     e. He writes a letter now.  

                                      (or) 

 Fill in the blanks appropriately.  

a. America is a _______ nation and Lincoln became a very _____  leader.  (populous/ popular)  (2) 

 b. As his class-mates, we_______ stand by him through this crisis. ( Semi-modal) (1)  

c. __________the heavy rain, the train was delayed. (Phrase) (1)  

d. He usually _______(go) to school at 8.30 a.m. ( Use the verb in the correct form) (1) 
 

47. Identify each of the following sentences with the field in the list given below, by understanding the 

      word or words serving as the clue. 
 

a. When I went there he was playing golf. 

b. Humid weather was noticed in that area. 

c. He learnt computer hardware. 

d. It is an yellow journal. 

e. There was a fluctuation in prices after summer. 

              (Business, Sports, Weather, Media, Computer) 

 (or) 

 Read the following passage and answer in your own words 

If there is one single factor responsible for the alarming raise in heart attacks among young seemingly healthy 

Indians, it is smoking, For patients younger than forty, smoking was the number one cause for heart disease. 

While the number of people who smoke has dropped by almost 40 percent in the West over the last decade, it 

has astonishingly doubled in India over the same period. Smoking a pack of cigarettes a day, makes you seven 

times more vulnerable to heart disease than a non-smoker. The good news is that quitting the smoking can cut 

down the risk factor by a huge margin. A person who gives up smoking can, within a year, reduce the risk 

factor to that of a non-smoker.  

a) Why is smoking harmful to young and healthy people?  

b) What is the change that has taken place in the West during the last decade?  

c) What is the change that has taken place in India during the last decade?  

d) How can a person reduce the chances of having a heart attack?  

e) Give a suitable heading to the above passage. 
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